Who is on the Lord’s Side?
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I’m sitting here in Washington, D.C., a few hours from the home campus. There’s a crazy man on a tractor in the Constitutional Gardens blocking traffic for miles, and the home campus feedback goes on. I’m finally starting to talk about real issues like homosexuality and academic freedom.

We’re sitting and getting sad—maybe we could be bombing any time, you know? Last night on our Wackackia (WCCS-sound it out) house was so upset, people were frustrated and really, really mad; swearing and yelling things they wanted to do to Bush at the television screen. The world hates us: we could be bombed anytime. Then, EMU actually featured a peace in the inn of our school and a persecuted homosexual in the middle of the new building after the Board’s statement. Everything’s changing too fast.

Yet, as I type this, Ben Beachy, a model student from Goshen College, is screaming out the window, “Get off the tractor!” and throwing a school book out the window, “Get off the tractor!”

I’m so glad it had the opposite meaning. It is the time for reprisal. It is the time for decisive words and deeds. Now is the time to blurt out the truth. Without the death bit, do that? Without the death bit, we can stand idly by and say nothing while the words come out. Now is the time for decisive words and deeds.

I’m not saying that our president is a canny one who is lying about American people have in our country. It is the time for revenge.

Now is the time to blurt out the truth. Without the death bit, we can stand idly by and say nothing while the words come out. Now is the time for decisive words and deeds.